
Science Week
Our inspiring challenges are  
ideal for Science Week.

Wearable Tech Challenge
Presentation, delivery guide, 
worksheets x2

Biodiversity Challenge:  
A home for nature
Videos x4, delivery  
guide, worksheets x3

Evolution and inheritance
Super Scientists: Charles Darwin
Presentation, worksheets x3

Evolution and inheritance topic starter: Fossils
Interactive, teachers’ notes, video 

Fossil card activities
Worksheets x3

Fossil detectives
Poster, teachers’ notes, worksheets x3

Introducing evolution and inheritance
Presentation, teachers’ notes, video x3 

Key earth event activities
Worksheets x3

Super Scientists: Mary Anning
Presentation, information booklet,  
worksheets x2

Evolution and inheritance: Practical  
activity ideas
Lesson idea

Rock formation and the rock cycle (primary)
Animation, poster
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Electricity (and energy)
Wearable Tech Challenge
Presentation, delivery guide, worksheets x2

Design an electric helicopter activity
Animation, videos x5, presentations x2,  
worksheets x5

Electricity investigation ideas (primary)
Lesson idea, teacher’s notes, worksheet 

Electricity topic starter: LEDs
Video, interactive activity, teachers’ notes

Super Scientists: Nikola Tesla
Presentation, information sheet, worksheets x2 

Earth and space
Science Talks: Earth and space
Presentation, delivery guide, worksheets x3

Super Scientists: Maggie  
Aderin-Pocock
Presentation, information  
booklet, worksheet x2

Earth and space topic starter:  
Day and night
Interactive activity, teachers’  
notes, video

Super Scientists:  
Stephen Hawking
Presentation,  
worksheets x2

Practical experiments
Ready. Steady. Science! (primary)
Lesson ideas x3

Ready. Steady. Science! Dancing snakes
Lesson idea

Ready. Steady. Science! Straw rocket racer
Lesson idea

Ready. Steady. Science! Winter activities
Lesson idea x3

topic

resources

What’s science capital?
Science capital is a measure of a person’s engagement 
or relationship with science, how much they value it, and 
whether they feel it’s ‘for them’ and connected with their 
life. It recognises the significance of what they know, 
how they think, what they do and who they know in 
shaping their relationship with science. 

At bp, we believe that building science capital has a  
positive effect, enables more young people to access 
jobs in STEM and helps to improve life chances. To find 
out more go to  ucl.ac.uk/ioe-sciencecapital
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bp Educational Service provides hundreds of free teaching resources for ages 4-19.

Check them out at bp.com/bpes1

Activity 1 –  

Go fishing for ice! 

Time: 10-15 minutes

Skills: problem-solving, observing, planning variables

Activity 2 –  

What’s the best fake snow?

Time: 15-20 minutes

Skills: problem-solving, observing, recording

Activity 3 –  

Make a glass sing

Time: 10-15 minutes

Skills: problem-solving, observing, 

hypothesising, testing

Ages 4-11

Ready. 
Steady. 
Science!

A collection of fun and creative winter-themed science experiences, 

using household items, for ages 4-11. 

Adult supervision is recommended for young learners.

Winter activities

Resource planner
This resource planner illustrates the range of 
FREE curriculum-linked resources available 
on bp’s educational service at bp.com/bpes. 
The resources are easy to use, interactive and 
engaging, helping you to support education 
recovery, build pupils’ science capital and  
deliver great learning, in class, or at home.

NEW

Ages 9-11

See our full list of most popular  
resources for primary pupils here. 
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InvestiGATE

InvestiGATE
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Becky SchroederChild Inventor

Super  Scientists

The Story of Becky Schroeder

Becky was born in Toledo, Ohio in 1962.Becky had a naturally inquisitive nature and 
she came up with her first invention at just ten 
years old.
One evening, Becky was waiting in the car while 
her mother was shopping.. She wanted to finish 
her maths homework, but because it was growing 
dark she couldn't see her paper. She didn't have 
a torch to hand, and didn't want to open the 
door of the car for the light to come on. This 
made her think that glowing paper could be a 
solution to her problem.

Becky first thought about making paper 

fluorescent, but soon realised this wouldn't work. 

Fluorescent things stop glowing as soon as you 

switch off the lights - Becky needed the paper to 

glow in the dark. Next, she thought about fireflies, as they light 

up in the dark. She found out that this is called 

bioluminescence, and is because of a chemical 

inside the fireflies which reacts with oxygen. 

However, this was not an easy thing to recreate 

with paper!
She then remembered the glow-in-the-dark Frisbee 

she had in her toy box and wondered how this 

worked. Through research (remember, there was no 

internet at the time), she found out that it used 

phosphorescence.Phosphorescent things soak up light when it is 

available and then give it off (glow) when it's dark.
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The very next day, Becky's dad took her to buy some phosphorescent paint, which glowed in the dark after being exposed to light. 
At first, Becky tested her idea by painting sheets of paper but that was not practical because she was using so much paint. Then she realised if she painted a clipboard she could put the paper on top of it and the light came through from underneath! She had done it, she could now write in the dark - and so the  Glo-sheet was born!
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Super Scientists

www.bp.com/bpes/superscientists

Living things 
and their habitats

Biodiversity Challenge: 
A home for nature
Videos x4, delivery guide,  
worksheets x3

Super Scientists:  
Sir David Attenborough
Presentation, information booklet,  
worksheets x2

Design a paper spinner activity
Animation, videos x3, presentation,  
worksheets x5

Excellent eggs practical activity
Presentation

Frog survival game
Teachers’ notes, worksheets x2

Human impact on the 
environment starter idea
Lesson idea, teachers’ notes, poster

Life cycles
Presentation, poster, worksheet

Living things and their  
habitats topic starter: Seed dispersal
Interactive activity, teachers’ notes, video

Living things worksheets  
(Science Explorers offline training 7-11)
Worksheets x17

Surviving to adulthood
Video, teachers’ notes, worksheets x2 
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Properties and 
changes of materials 

Super Scientists: Becky Schroeder
Presentation, information sheet, 
worksheets x2

Super Scientists: Jamie Garcia
Presentation, information sheet, 
worksheets x2

Super Scientists: Marie Curie
Presentation, information sheet, 
worksheets x2

Design a tower activity
Animation, videos x4, presentations x2,  
worksheets x5

Materials investigation ideas (primary)
Lesson idea, teachers’ notes, worksheet

Properties and changes of materials  
topic starter: Dissolving solids
Interactive activity, teachers’ notes, video
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Supporting resources
Top tips for engaging science lessons
Lesson idea, worksheet 

Discussion poster template
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Forces and magnets
Air resistance online experiment
Interactive activity, video, worksheets x2 

Balloon rockets 1: Introduction to scientific investigation
Video, teachers’ notes

Balloon rockets 2: Planning an experiment
Interactive activity, teachers’ notes, video, worksheet 

Balloon rockets 3: Obtaining and presenting evidence
Interactive activity, teachers’ notes, video,  
information booklet, worksheet

Balloon rockets 4: Considering and evaluating evidence
Video, teachers’ notes, worksheet 

Design a truck activity
Animation, videos x4, presentations x2,  
worksheets x5

Design a guitar activity
Animation, presentations x2, videos x3,  
worksheets x5

Design an electric helicopter activity
Animation, videos x5, presentations x2,  
worksheets x5

Forces lesson ideas
Lesson ideas x3, posters x2, worksheet

Forces investigation ideas (9-11)
Teachers’ notes, lesson idea, worksheet

Forces topic starter: Friction
Interactive activity, teachers’ notes, video

Super Scientists: Isaac Newton
Presentation, information booklet, worksheets x2 

Super Scientists: Stephen Hawking
Presentation, worksheets x2 
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Animals, including humans
Animals, including humans, topic starter: Heart rate
Interactive activity, teachers’ notes, video 

Animal classification key poster

Animal explorer
Interactive activity, delivery guide, worksheets x6

The Story of Jamie Garcia

Jamie was born o
n 16 June 19

82 in 

Seattle, USA. 

As a child she loved discoverin
g 

new things - once, sh
e took a

part 

a remote cont
rol to un

derstand how 

its circu
its worked. 

Her parents en
couraged her to talk 

about the world using nu
mbers, like

 'it's 

26 degrees t
oday' rather than 'it's hot 

outside'. This made her realise that she 

could use maths and science 
to expla

in 

the world around her.

Jamie grew up in a beautiful area surrounded 

by the ocean, mountains and wildlife, and was 

inspired to use her natural curiosity and love 

of science to 
help preserve t

hat beauty for 

the future.

Plastics are all around us in many everyday 

objects, includ
ing computer parts. Different 

types of plastic are useful for d
ifferent things. 

Some types can be recycled and some can't. 

It is important to recycle 
as much plastic as 

possible, as it can take up to 1,000 years 

to break down once it has been discarded, 

causing terrible 
problems for the environment. 

Jamie's curi
ous nat

ure too
k her to un

iversity,
 

where she studied Chemistry an
d had the 

opportu
nity to 

do resea
rch in a la

b -  

she was h
ooked!

After fin
ishing univ

ersity, J
amie got a

 job as 
a 

chemist for I
BM, one of

 the bigges
t computer 

companies i
n the world

. 

Jamie's job 
was to 

researc
h new wa

ys that we 

can rec
ycle the plasti

cs used
 in computers, 

 

so that we c
an use 

them again a
nd again. 

Helping t
o reduce the damage done to 

the enviro
nment by d

iscarded plastic
s. 
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Super Scientists

www.bp.com/bpes/superscientists

Jamie Garcia 

Chemist and Inventor

Super  
Scientists

The Story of Marie Curie

Marie Curie was born Maria Skodowska 
on November 7, 1867 in Warsaw, Poland. 
She was the youngest of five children.

Both her parents were teachers, and 
she learned to read and write early. She 
loved science but was unable to go to 
university as women were not allowed to 
at the time in Poland. She earned a living by working as a 

governess but kept on studying in her 
spare time. 

Life was tough in Poland but Marie and her 

sister Bronia agreed that they would have 

a brighter future abroad. Marie helped pay 

for Bronia to study in Paris to become a 

doctor, and once Bronia started working 

herself, she helped Marie to move there 

and attend a prestigious university. 
Marie tutored in the day to earn some 

money, but it was barely enough to survive. 

She was often cold in winter and very 

hungry. However she persevered and soon 

earned her degree in Physics. 
This was also where she met her future 

husband - the scientist Pierre Curie  

in 1894.
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Super Scientists

www.bp.com/bpes/superscientists

Marie CuriePhysicist and chemist

Super  Scientists

After earning her degree, Marie and her husband stayed in Paris and became researchers. 
In 1896, they heard intriguing stories about a rock which was radiating, or giving off, energy. The energy was coming from an element inside the rock, called uranium, slowly breaking down. Marie and Pierre decided to investigate this further.

By 1898, Marie and Pierre discovered two new elements for the periodic table, which break down and give off energy just like uranium.  They named them radium and polonium.. 
Marie also came up with the term 'radioactivity' to describe all elements which radiate energy. 
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Light
Super Scientists: Isaac Newton
Presentation, information booklet, 
worksheets x2

Light topic starter: Mirrors
Interactive activity, teachers’  
notes, video

Super Scientists: Patricia Bath
Presentation, information booklet, 
worksheets x2

The Story of Isaac Newton
Isaac Newton had a difficult start in life. 

His father died two months before he was 

born on Christmas Day 1642. When he 
was three, his mother remarried and he 
was sent to live with his grandmother. 
When he started school five miles away 
from the family home, he lived with Mr 
Clark, the town chemist. This was where 
he started showing an interest in science 
by building incredibly precise sundials and 
models. He didn't seem very interested in 
school at first, but his love of science 
soon got him to be top of the class.

While his mother hoped he would come back 

to run the family farm, Isaac wanted to 

know more about maths and physics.. 

He enrolled at Cambridge University in 1661 

and found a mentor in Isaac Barrow, his 

Maths teacher. Barrow steered him away 

from 'boring' classical studies to study more 

modern mathematical problems. 
This led him to invent fluxions, a new type 

of Maths that could be used to describe 

how the universe works, and is now known  

as calculus. 
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As the Great Plague was raging in 1665, Cambridge University closed for a couple of years, and Isaac had to go back to the family 
home in Woolsthorpe. 
There he spent his most creative years, reflecting 
and studying. He believed in observation and went 
as far as sticking a blunt needle in his eye to understand its effect!
It was also during that time that he later reported seeing an apple fall from a tree. This 
simple event made him think about the force that 
attracts or makes objects fall towards the Earth, 
which led to his theory of gravity. He graduated from Cambridge in 1667, became 
Professor of Mathmatics in 1 669, and continued 
to lecture there for most of his life. 
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Super Scientists

www.bp.com/bpes/superscientists

Isaac NewtonMathematician and Physicist

Super  Scientists
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See our full list of most popular  
resources for primary pupils here. 
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